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APPLETON CREATIVE OVERVIEW

Appleton Creative is an award-winning marketing and advertising 

agency in Orlando specializing in branding, print, website design 

and development, digital marketing, media buying, public relations  

and video production. Working with local, national and international 

clientele, Appleton has helped both B2B and B2C companies grow 

and flourish for more than 30 years, developing a reputation for 

responding to client needs with strategic marketing plans and projects.

As a full-service agency, Appleton Creative is uniquely qualified 

to engage in long-term campaigns that tell brand stories across a 

variety of channels. Because all our departments are under one roof, 

campaigns retain their consistency and strength of brand at a lower 

cost and faster schedule for our clients.

AWARD-WINNING

Appleton has been recognized with hundreds of regional, national 

and international awards and accolades.

Operational Capabilities

A. In your proposal, please address these general 

company information inquiries:

A-1. How long has your company been in business?

Appleton Creative has been in business since 1987. Our fruitful 

history stems from two separate companies sharing the same office 

space for 10 years. When the digital age became more prevalent, 

the design and animation firm, NeoGeo, and the video production 

company, Avid, decided to merge into one advertising agency 

known as Avid NeoGeo. In 2010, our agency rebranded to Appleton 

Creative, a full-service agency that incorporates branding, traditional 

and digital advertising, video, public relations and media buying.  

A-2. What is your mission statement?

Mission Statement 

Appleton Creative is an open, creative, forward thinking agency 

where all participants are free to communicate, collaborate and 

contribute ideas.

Our Vision 

Appleton Creative is a multidimensional, award-winning agency, at 

the core of innovative marketing and design. Where the fruits of our 

combined labor are rewarded with fresh creative. Providing the best 

solutions for our highly valued clients.

We view every project as a new opportunity to clearly define the 

client’s brand initiative and grow a successful outcome for their 

creative strategies.

A. GENERAL COMPANY INFORMATION
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A-3. Has your company changed ownership or leadership in the last 
three years? If so, please describe.

No, our company has not changed ownership or leadership in the last 

three years.

A-4.	 Advise	of	any	significant	mergers,	acquisitions,	or	projected	
changes in ownership of your company within  
the next 12 months.

Appleton does not foresee any significant mergers, acquisitions or 

projected changes in ownership of the company within the next 12 

months.

A-5.	 Please	describe	your	major	divisions	and	how	you	are	structured.

Appleton combines five departments — branding and traditional 

advertising, websites and digital marketing, public relations, media buying 

and video marketing — to cultivate a truly all in-house structure. By 

incorporating the efforts and knowledge of each of these divisions, we are 

able to establish the highest level of communication, strength of brand and 

quality control. 

A-6. Please describe any strategic partnerships that you currently 
have with other companies and Crummer Graduate School of Business 
competitors.

Appleton does not currently have any strategic partnerships with other 

companies or Crummer Graduate School of Business competitors.  

A-7. Is your company currently under investigation?

No, Appleton is not currently under investigation. 

A. OPERATIONAL CAPABILITIES
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CLIENT TESTIMONIALS & REFERENCES

“I can’t say enough about how well the presentation and video went. 

The final work product was superb and reflective of the professionalism 

and precision of working with you and your team at Appleton. It was 

flawless.”

–  Mark Wang, President                                                                  

Hilton Grand Vacations 

“Appleton Creative has many strengths as a full-service marketing and 

advertising agency. It was important to us that our website and videos 

have a consistent message, look and feel. We are pleased with the end 

results. Appleton really helped us articulate our story and the Seaside 

difference.”  

–  Gideon T. Haymaker, Chief Executive Officer 

Seaside National Bank & Trust 

“The talent and experience at Appleton is unsurpassed. I am thrilled 

with all the magazines, mailers and various promotional work they have 

created for us. They are creative, focused and timely, and they nail it 

every time. They are ahead of the technology curve at every turn and 

created both our sites to be not only visually impactful, but also highly 

functional and user-friendly.”               

– Mark Hayes, President

   Isleworth Country Club Realty and Stockworth Realty

A-8. Please provide 3 client references. Include: name of company, 
name of primary contact, responsibility, phone number, and  
email address.

1.  Name of Company: Hilton Grand Vacations 

Name of Primary Contact: Tara Banks 

Responsibility: Senior Director, Strategic Project Integration 

Phone Number: (407) 722-3859 

Email Address: tbanks@hgvc.com

2.  Name of Company: Greater Orlando Aviation Authority 

Name of Primary Contact: Carolyn Fennell 

Responsibility: Senior Director, Public Affairs &  

Community Relations 

Phone Number: (407) 825-2054 

Email Address: cfennell@goaa.org

3.  Name of Company: Orlando Regional REALTORS® Association 

Name of Primary Contact: Laura Haag 

Responsibility: Vice President of Communications & Marketing 

Phone Number: (407) 513-7272 

Email Address: laurah@orlandorealtors.org

A. OPERATIONAL CAPABILITIES CONTINUED
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Traits & Attributes

Appleton Creative is known for our high-level creativity, quality service, 

timeliness, quality control and results. Good listeners tell the best 

stories, and we often hear from our clients that we truly listen to them 

and communicate with them every step of the way to create the best 

end product. In addition to creativity and quality service, Appleton is 

comprised of strategic and cerebral thinkers who are always thinking 

ahead to the bottom line. We are comprised of longstanding, like-minded 

team members with high values and outstanding work ethic.

Core Capabilities

Branding and Advertising

Creating a strong brand that is consistent across all mediums positively 

affects the way people look at your institution. Let our branding 

experts help make your brand stand out and cohesive across all your 

communications. From print collateral and billboards to digital fluency 

and public relations, in addition to everything in between, our goal is to 

make your brand the star of the show.  

Websites & SEO

While our dedicated SEO team knows how to boost search  

engine rankings and draw leads in, our strategic web designers and 

programmers specialize in creating websites that attract  

and convert them.

Digital Marketing

With our digital marketing services, including email newsletters, social 

media, pay-per-click ads and more, our goal is to get your audience to  

click, interact with your institution and track the results.

Public Relations 

Establishing a strategic public relations strategy lays the groundwork for 

successful decisions and a positive relationship with the public. It is all 

about getting your message in front of your target audience, leveraging 

relationships, monitoring obstacles to consumer buy-in and identifying new 

growth opportunities. 

Media Buying

With our established media partnerships, we have the creative and strategic 

capabilities to implement comprehensive multi-media campaigns. Media 

buying is a fine art comprised of leveraging relationships, creative thinking 

and research. Advertising techniques can range from print and billboards 

to newer platforms, such as influencer marketing. The final combination 

is decided after the scope and goals are defined. Successful media buying 

means securing enough spots to reach your audience without overstepping 

your budget or overwhelming your audience on only one platform. 

Video, Film & Animation

Visual storytelling is one of the most influential ways to communicate to your 

audience. Speak to them in the most effective way — through their emotions 

— with our high-definition, high-energy and high-quality video editing and 

animation expertise. 

A-9. Provide a one-page summary describing your company’s traits, attributes, capabilities, and why you are interested in participating in this program.

A. OPERATIONAL CAPABILITIES CONTINUED
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Why We’re Interested in Participating:

Appleton has been a partner of Rollins College for 10 years through 

ATHENAPowerLink®, a program of the Center for Advanced Entrepreneurship as 

well as CEO Nexus. We are especially interested in the Rollins College Crummer 

Graduate School of Business Advertising Creative and Media Buying RFP due 

to our outstanding relationship with the program and the school. Appleton also 

has extensive experience with branding projects that involve conceptualizing, 

creating and implementing advertising campaigns, from start to finish through all 

mediums. As an area of expertise for us, we have a strong background working 

with various educational institutions from primary and secondary schools to 

higher education. 

As one of the nation’s largest universities by enrollment, the University of Central Florida (UCF) has a diverse audience of students,  

faculty and alumni from all backgrounds. Appleton works with UCF to strengthen and expand its community relations beyond  

campus, reaching across the Central Florida area and farther with the goal to bring mutually beneficial opportunities to all.

A. OPERATIONAL CAPABILITIES CONTINUED
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Trinity Preparatory School is a premier private school in Central Florida that holds a strong emphasis on education, as well as 

philanthropic endeavors. Needing to effectively connect with current students, potential enrollees and parents, Trinity Preparatory 

School enlisted Appleton’s marketing skills. Through our branding campaign, the updated look now accurately reflects the school’s 

identity, helping it receive much deserved recognition via all areas of the school’s marketing.

Beacon College, a private college located in Leesburg, Florida, offers bachelor degrees exclusively for students with learning 

disabilities and differences. To promote its academic and personal services, Beacon College needed a strong brand identity 

for recall purposes. To appeal to prospective students and the community at large, we developed a branding campaign to 

modernize and unify this institution of higher learning.

A. OPERATIONAL CAPABILITIES CONTINUED
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A-10. Describe how your company’s capabilities are 

distinguishable from your competitors in your industry.

Internal Communications Capabilities

Specific to our internal communication capabilities, Appleton uses 

a proprietary software, Agency Flow, a platform we specifically 

programmed and built for our company that streamlines our 

communication and integrates all departments and projects simply 

and seamlessly. Agency Flow is one of the many capabilities we 

have that allows us to maintain the highest level of communication 

with one another, in turn, contributing to exceptional quality 

control and quick turnaround times for our clients.  

Extensive Technology & Experience

Unlike most agencies, we have extensive back-end technology  

and experience. Our web department specializes in front  

and back-end web development, and our programmers are  

experienced in WordPress and PHP (as well as many other open-

source developments). We are also certified in Google Analytics, 

ensuring we are up-to-date on the latest tools and tracking 

methods. In addition, our video department contains three editing 

suites, cameras, lighting gear and a recording studio, in addition  

to various other video equipment needed for high-definition  

shooting and editing. 

All In-House Capabilities

Appleton’s all in-house capabilities are not new for us; our turn-

key departments have been established for years and are fully 

integrated with one another. Our clients benefit from one agency 

executing a campaign or project from start to finish with the 

opportunity to incorporate multiple mediums without outsourcing 

or subcontracting, all the while maintaining an exceptional level 

of customer service. Every person you see on our website works 

at Appleton and is on the payroll. 

Corporate Social Responsibility Platform 

Our unique qualities reach far beyond the capabilities that 

differentiate us. We are one of the few agencies that has an 

established corporate social responsibility (CSR) platform. The 

nonprofit sector is one of our specialties, and we believe in 

utilizing our widespread capabilities to impact the community  

in positive, unique ways, offering pro bono advertising services 

to many organizations in need, known as Good Apples. We have 

also implemented the Appleton Awareness Gallery in our offices 

as a way to highlight local causes and raise awareness for them 

through art. 

A. OPERATIONAL CAPABILITIES CONTINUED
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Longstanding Partnerships with Community & Clients

Appleton is longstanding in the community as well as with our clients and 

partners. When you become an Appleton client; you become our partner. 

Over the years, we have earned our clients’ loyalty and trust because we 

have the willingness to do what it takes to go above and beyond for them. 

Many of our long-term client partners include the Greater Orlando Aviation 

Authority of 28 years, CNL Financial Group of 25 years and Hilton Grand 

Vacations of 12 years, to name a few. 

Creative & Strategic Team

Appleton is comprised of a unique team of creative individuals and  

cerebral thinkers, each person seasoned and educated with degrees  

in their respective fields. Over the years, we have acquired an  

incredible team of proficient, talented employees, many of whom  

have been with the company for more than 10 years. While they are 

naturally smart and dedicated people, each person believes in the  

value of continuous education. 

Each year, our team attends conferences, participates in webinars and 

completes certifications to uphold industry best practices and keep 

our toolkits fresh and updated. We are also firm believers in practicing 

teambuilding activities and continuously learning how to effectively 

communicate with one another. Awarded as a Best Place to Work by the 

Orlando Business Journal, Appleton leverages the unique talents of each 

employee and cultivates a company culture conducive to productivity, 

positivity and creativity. 

When you partner at Appleton, you have access to all of our team 

members. There are no gatekeepers because we believe in giving  

you the information you need and having it readily available for you. 

Unique Awards & Leadership

Appleton is the only agency in town with two American 

Advertising Federation Silver Medal winners, both active owners  

of the company. Diana LaRue has worked in national publications 

and has extensive media experience. Mike Speltz has worked with 

national TV programming for over 35 years. With this excellent 

leadership in place, Appleton has won various individual 

awards, as well as countless awards within every advertising 

medium — public relations, digital, print, video, branding and 

campaigns, among many more. 

Diversity	Certified

Appleton Creative, Inc. is certified as a Woman Business Enterprise 

(WBE) with the state of Florida and is also nationally certified with 

Women Business Enterprise National Council (WBENC).

A-11.  Provide any details of any pending disputes or 
threatened litigation between principal shareholders, partners, 
wholly owned subsidies, or any sub-contractors that may impact 

this program.

Appleton does not have any pending disputes or threatened 

litigation between shareholders, partners, wholly owned subsidies 

or any sub-contractors that may impact this program. 

A. OPERATION CAPABILITIES CONTINUED
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CEO	|	President

Products	&				
Services

Creative			

Art	Directors	/	
Senior	Designers

Designers	/	
Production

Copywriters

Web	|	SEO									
Digital	Marketing

Web	Designers

Copywriters	/						
Content	Writers

Programmers

Animators

Public	Relations		

Marketing	Strategist

Public	Relations	
Specialist

Copywriters

Media	Buying

Strategic	Planner

Media	Buyer

Reporting	/			
Analytics

Video|	Film

Senior	
Editor/Shooter	

Editor/Shooter	

Producer

Script	Writer

Support
Grips	/	Talent

Account	Managment Creative	Director			

Business	
Development	&	

Marketing

Business	
Development

Marketing	&	
Public	Relations

Finance	&	
Operations

Procurement	&	
Bookkeeping		

Payroll	

Information	
Technology	

Board	of	Directors

B. Please address these account management inquiries:

B-1. In the event that you are selected as Crummer’s marketing 
partner, how will you structure your support personnel to provide 
adequate services? What account management options do you 
offer?

The preceding organizational chart outlines employee roles from 

pre- through post-production. Of the core employee group of 15,  

all are available to be assigned to Rollins College Crummer 

Graduate School of Business projects. Accessibility varies based on 

the role, account managers and designers having the largest degree 

of involvement.  

Each client is assigned a dedicated account manager and project 

coordinator, who:

• s erve as the day-to-day liaison between the client and  

the agency

•  are responsible for overseeing the client’s projects from 

conception to conclusion

• ensure all projects remain focused on goals and deadlines

In addition, you will have access to communicate with the heads 

of each department, in which you may want to communicate with, 

including those in Creative, Web/Digital, Video, Public Relations 

and Media. 

B. ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
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B-2. How do you execute account reviews? How often? 

Discovery meetings are conducted with all relevant parties prior to 

the beginning of a large-scale campaign, to evaluate past strategies 

and results, and ensure the right plan is being executed for the new 

campaign based on past performance. A client’s projects receive 

status reports on a weekly basis to ensure we maintain open channels 

of communication and transparency.

Appleton conducts daily production meetings for all clients to review 

active projects. After these meetings, new information respective to 

each project is uploaded to our traffic management system to ensure 

projects stay organized and on-track. Thorough reports that provide 

background on a campaign’s performance are provided on a monthly 

and quarterly basis to ensure strategy and tactics are updated and 

result in positive outcomes. Accounts are also reviewed after the 

conclusion of a large-scale campaign, to review overall performance 

and how that performance compares to goals set prior to the 

campaign’s commencement.

Account reviews are also available upon the request of the client 

at any time, but are infrequent due to the proactive pre- and post-

campaign approaches noted above.

B-3. Describe the formal and informal communication 
processes. How will communications occur between our 
companies?

Appleton is flexible when it comes to a client’s preferences for 

communication. Our formal communication channels include 

utilizing in-person meetings, conference calls with screen-sharing 

capabilities via GoToMeeting and Skype, and online project 

management tools via Basecamp, among others. 

Informal communication channels include utilization of day-to-

day email and phone conversations between your team and your 

dedicated account manager. Examples of other useful project tools 

that are utilized for informal communication include Dropbox and 

Google Drive for file sharing.

In addition, Appleton is open to using any other communication 

channels or internal tools the client’s team may prefer.  

B. ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT CONTINUED
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Video - Audio Editing $260.00

Video - Audio Suite (For Music Editing) $135.00 

Video Editing $260.00

Video Preparation and Processing $110.00 

Video Producer $135.00

Video Production Assistant $100.00

Video/Photo Shoot (half-day)  $1,150.00 

Video/Photo Shoot (full-day)  $1,800.00 

2.  Describe your fee structure for media buying. Is it a retainer,
commission,	project	or	combination	structure?

Appleton’s media buying fee structure is based on the industry 

standard commission of 15% per media buy. Any production 

time related to the creative content developed is separate and 

applicable to the hourly rates for creative development services 

previously mentioned.

3.  Describe how you would allocate Crummer’s advertising
budget to achieve creative development and media buying.

Due to the desire to receive more quantifiable, specific data 

for the new campaign (compared to only increasing levels of 

awareness with mostly impression-based media), Appleton 

is recommending a mixed media approach that utilizes an 

aggressive digital media spend, and includes some forms of 

traditional media to retain current levels of awareness. The 

goal with this mixed-media approach is to deliver an effective 

advertising campaign to promote the MBA programs offered 

by Rollins College Crummer Graduate School of Business and 

gather easily measureable and clear statistics from the campaign. 

B-4. Describe your pricing structure, and payment and invoicing process. 

1.  Describe your pricing and fee structure for advertising creative
development.

Appleton’s creative development services are based per project, 

accounting for the specific tasks used on each project and the respective 

hours required for each task. Each task has its own associated hourly 

production rate. A project’s total cost is determined by the sum of the  

sub-total for each task required to complete the project. For reference,  

our hourly rates are listed here.

$135.00

$155.00

$135.00

$135.00 

$135.00 

$110.00

$165.00 

$165.00

$85.00 

$100.00 

$135.00

$165.00 

$165.00 

$135.00 

$165.00

$85.00 

Copywriting

Scriptwriting

Creative Direction

Graphic Design and Layout/Production 

Marketing Plan Development  

Population

Responsive Design Testing 

Programming and Animation

Project Management and Administration 

Proofing 

Public Relations

SEO / Social Networking 

Web Server Set-Up & Testing  

Print Set-Up and Pre-Press Production  

Website Audit

Social Media Management 

Training / Customer Support  $165.00 

B. ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT CONTINUED
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Below, you will find a tentative suggested breakdown based on the 

specified budget from the RFP. The final allocation of funds will be 

based on a thorough review of your team’s goals as they are defined in 

the Discovery Session.

Total Budget = $800,000

Creative Breakdown 

• Initial Creative/Production/Hard Costs Allocation = $75,000 (9.4% 

of total budget) 

 ■  Includes discovery session, formal research, copywriting and 

conceptual design  

❑   Campaign Conceptual Development Total – $15,000  

      -   (20% of initial creative budget)

•  Creative will be produced based on approved initial concepts 

developed

 ■  Digital: Includes design, production, animations, tracking of 

content, reporting, etc. of final creative, custom-developed for 

each respective medium 

❑   Digital Media Creative Total – $35,000  

      -   (46.7% of initial creative budget)

 ■  Traditional: Includes design, production, copywriting, 

scriptwriting, talent acquisition, tracking, reporting etc. of final 

creative, custom-developed for each respective medium 

❑   Traditional Media Creative Total – $25,000  

      -   (33.3% of initial creative budget)

Media Breakdown 

• Media Allocation = $725,000 (90.6% of total budget) 

•  Includes research on best mediums, placement of media, 

ongoing management, tracking and reporting

 ■  Digital Media Total = $360,000 (60% of media budget) 

❑  PPC/SEM = $180,000 (50% of digital media budget) 

❑   Facebook/LinkedIn = $120,000 (33.3% of digital media 

budget)

  ❑   Email Marketing = $60,000 (16.7% of digital media 

budget)

 ■ Traditional Media Total = $240,000 (40% of total budget) 

  ❑  Print = $108,000 (45% of traditional media budget) 

  ❑  Outdoor = $84,000 (35% of traditional media budget) 

  ❑   Radio = $48,000 (20% of traditional media budget) 

4. Considering the large volume of media invoices and creative 
development pieces involved, how are you able to make the 
process as easy and convenient for Crummer as possible?

Per the standard operating procedures of most media vendors, which 

require a large down payment or up-front payment in full, Appleton 

proposes the following invoicing structure. However, we are flexible 

based on your needs. 

 •  Suggested creative and media invoices will be combined into 

one lump sum to be broken down into: 

   ■  One (1) down payment of $150,000 

   ■  Seventeen (17) monthly payments of $38,235.29

Based on the final media calendar, the payment amounts may vary but 

will be subject to client approval.

B. ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT CONTINUED
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C. Please address these campaign management inquiries:

C-1. Describe your advertising creative development process.

At Appleton, we understand that no two clients are the same, and we value 

cultivating the customized creative processes that are required to meet their 

advertising and marketing goals.

Upon initiation of a project, a discovery session is conducted between your 

team and the agency, so Appleton can listen to your current challenges and 

understand what type of approach is best for your situation. After the discovery 

session brainstorming meeting, Appleton holds a creative briefing meeting 

with the core team to explain the challenges at hand in order to begin working 

together as a team — utilizing the unique skills of each individual — to 

formulate a customized creative approach for your brand. 

Once concepts are developed, they are formally presented to your team 

through an in-person reveal. We then take any feedback from that reveal 

meeting and make updates to the creative, if and where necessary, to further 

customize it for your needs until it’s the perfect fit.

.

C-2.  Describe your experience with local, regional and national  
media buying.

Appleton understands that any good media buying approach — regardless  

of it being a local, regional or national buy — starts with strong research.  

By first understanding your desires in terms of a media breakdown,  

Appleton surveys what mediums your brand has utilized in the past and 

whether those buys were successful. After analyzing that data, Appleton 

creates a customized media plan by working with its network of media 

partners, leveraging our long-standing relationships with them and 

conducting aggressive negotiations to guarantee your media plan includes 

the best available space at the best price.

C. CAMPAIGN MANAGEMENT
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C-3. Describe your SEM capabilities. 

Appleton takes a strategic, thorough and ethical approach to SEO/SEM. 

Beginning with the discovery session, we will discuss your business and its 

demographics, goals and competition. We analyze, prioritize and target the 

most effective channels to create a custom SEO/SEM plan.

A custom SEO/SEM plan addresses onsite/technical SEO/SEM, link building, 

content marketing, local search, pay-per-click (PPC), keyword research, 

competitive analysis, retargeting and social signals. Monthly plans are 

regularly assessed based on Google’s changing algorithm and industry 

best practices. Clients are assigned a dedicated SEO/SEM manager who 

works in tandem with your account manager and our in-house designers, 

programmers and copywriters. This team is responsible for executing the 

deliverables required by the SEO/SEM plan: new content, landing pages,  

on-page changes, off-site changes, etc.

C-4. Describe your analytics capabilities and reporting methods. 

Custom analytic reports are closely tied to each client’s specific goals. 

Using a host of different reporting tools, Appleton begins by assessing 

your current digital presence. Whether on social media, via organic 

search results, paid campaigns or local listings, Appleton compiles and 

analyzes key reporting factors to assess the necessary steps to improve 

your digital footprint and structure future campaigns.

Appleton’s reporting methods are not limited to surveying just the client’s 

background. One of the first steps Appleton takes is to inspect your 

competitors’ current digital presences and analyze their past campaigns. 

We look at current and past budgets, display ads, search text ads, social 

media presence, organic and paid keyword reports and backlink audits, 

and then we perform comprehensive SWOT analyses, as well as utilizing 

other tactics throughout the process. Our reporting tools and investigative 

mindset provide transparency and clarity, which are paramount to a 

healthy business relationship.

C. CAMPAIGN MANAGEMENT CONTINUED
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STRATEGIC PLANNING 

As a client-agency team, 

we develop expert insight 

into your brand and build a 

creative strategy that fits your 

values and target market. 

Strategic planning helps you 

identify which customers to 

focus on, your key objectives 

and best ways to inspire 

effective action.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE:

• Market Research

• Marketing Plans

• Campaign Planning

• Assessed Growth Plans

BRANDING & MESSAGING 

If you want to build a 

successful, sustainable 

business and a brand that 

will inspire loyalty, you 

have to start with your 

story. Our goal is to create 

a connection each time the 

customer hears your name, 

sees your logo, attends one 

of your events, visits your 

website or reads about you 

in the news and on social 

media.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE:

•  Logos, Naming &  

Full Brand Development

• Brand Guides

• Brand Collateral

• Campaign Theming

WEBSITES & SEO 

Your website is one of your 

most powerful marketing 

tools, capable of representing 

not only a company, service 

or product, but also ideas and 

values. Because of this great 

potential, Appleton finds 

it critical to house its web 

design, programming and 

online marketing departments 

under one roof. 

AREAS OF EXPERTISE:

•  Responsive Web Design  

& Development

•  Web, Video & Email 

Hosting

•  Ecommerce & Content 

Management

•  Search Engine 

Optimization (SEO)  

& Custom Reporting

• Microsites & Landing Pages

DIGITAL MARKETING 

Online marketing is a 

constantly evolving field 

focused on getting your 

audience to interact with 

your brand. Strategic 

planning, strong creative and 

a team dedicated to working 

within the immediacy this 

medium thrives upon will 

bring you the success in the 

digital space you deserve.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE:

• Social Media Marketing

• Eblasts & Enewsletters

• Content Marketing

•  Banner Ads & PPC 

Campaigns

• Infographics

C-5.  Describe any relevant 
additional services 
your	firm	is	able	to	
provide. 

Anything you can think of 

in terms of advertising and 

marketing, Appleton does 

it well, and has done so for 

more than 30 years. Beyond 

the scopes of traditional 

(print, TV, radio, outdoor, 

etc.) and digital services 

(PPC, SEM, email blasts, 

web development, etc.), 

Appleton is well-versed 

in development of unique 

facets of the advertising and 

marketing industry, such as:

C. FULL SERVICES
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VIDEO & FILM 

Speak to your audience 

and record your history in 

the most captivating way 

possible through visual 

storytelling, videography and 

motion graphics. Video is 

a great way to engage with 

people because it’s visual, 

easy to digest and available 

and shareable across all 

channels.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE:

• Commercials

• Motion Graphics

• Corporate Videos

• Fundraising Videos

•  Web Video Streaming/

Hosting

TRADITIONAL MARKETING 

Even with more 

consumers migrating to 

the consumption of digital 

content, they still place more 

trust in traditional marketing. 

Creating an active and strong 

brand through print allows 

consumers to hold tangible 

pieces of your brand in their 

hands. 

AREAS OF EXPERTISE:

• Brochures

• Direct Mail

• Annual Reports

• Trade Show Displays

PUBLIC RELATIONS

Establishing a strategic 

public relations strategy 

lays the groundwork for 

successful decisions and a 

positive relationship with 

the public. Get people 

talking about your name and 

products or services, monitor 

obstacles to consumer buy-

in and identify new growth 

opportunities.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE:

• Public Relations Plans

• Brand & Product Launches

• Media Advisories

• Press Releases

• Events

• Reputation Management

MEDIA BUYING 

Media buying is a fine art 

comprised of leveraging 

relationships, creative 

thinking and research. 

Advertising techniques can 

range from the tried-and-true 

print to experimental, new 

platforms such as influencer 

marketing. Successful media 

buying means securing 

enough spots to reach 

your audience without 

overstepping your budget or 

overwhelming your audience 

on only one platform. 

AREAS OF EXPERTISE:

• Online Advertising & PPC

• Billboards

• Print Publications

• Radio

• TV, PSAs

ENVIRONMENTAL 
BRANDING 

Designing a three-

dimensional space that 

reflects your brand 

positioning and identity 

allows your team to live your 

brand. It’s a powerful way 

to enliven and encourage 

employees, visitors, clients 

and prospects to talk about 

your brand’s unique culture 

and image.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE:

•  Office & Feature  

Space Design

• Art Installations

• Store Displays

C. FULL SERVICES CONTINUED
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member website   |   online resort gallery   |   mobile website   |   videos   |   logos   |   app design

sales center intranet   |   interactive presentations   |   iPad presentation   |   online games

A P P L E T O N C R E A T I V E . C O M





logo    |   website design    |   public relations    |   content marketing    |   advertisements    |   brochure    |   presentation    |   stationery & collateral    |   media kit

A P P L E T O N C R E A T I V E . C O M





Seaside Insurance logo    |   websites    |   mobile site    |   brand guide    |   newsletters    |   online library    |   print collateral    |   eblasts

A P P L E T O N C R E A T I V E . C O M





Designated Texter logo    |   interactive web page    |   commercial    |   print advertisements    |   billboards

sidewalk art    |   flyers    |   bus wraps    |   bus stop promotions    |   posters    |   promotional items    |   event coordination

save the dates & invitations    |   postcard    |   history brochure    |   pull-out poster    |   environmental branding

A P P L E T O N C R E A T I V E . C O M





media buying    |   billboard campaign   |   brand guide   |   annual reports   |   print collateral   |   videos   |   microsites

advertisements   |   tradeshow displays   |   interactive brochures   |   history book   |   interior signage   |   event collateral

A P P L E T O N C R E A T I V E . C O MA P P L E T O N C R E A T I V E . C O M
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websites    |   magazines    |   advertisements    |   online marketing    |   brand guides    |   promotional collateral    |   brochures

interactive brochure    |   direct mailers    |   real estate binder    |   architectural renderings    |   enewsletters    |   eblasts

A P P L E T O N C R E A T I V E . C O M





landing page   |   eblast   |   banner ads   |   landing page   |   eblast   |   banner ads   |   media buys: radio   |   media buys: Hispanic

A P P L E T O N C R E A T I V E . C O M





logo   |   website design   |   social media graphics   |   boat wrap   |   eblast invitation

A P P L E T O N C R E A T I V E . C O M

Team Program

A P P L E T O N C R E A T I V E . C O M





logo   |   brand manual   |   branding   |   website   |   public service announcements   |   brochures   |   awareness posters

videos   |   social media marketing campaign   |   stationery   |   anti-bullying campaigns   |   advertisements

A P P L E T O N C R E A T I V E . C O M

Supporting lives of a different stripe.
Helping lgbtq youth in need.

We’re All Ears
877.90.zebra   877.909.3272   zebrayouth.org
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logos   |   website   |   advertisements   |   stationery and collateral   |   eblast   |   event collateral   |   brochure   |   event play  |   social marketing   |   public relations

A P P L E T O N C R E A T I V E . C O M

Continuing Our Efforts 
to Grow Community

Involvement & Philanthropy

AppletonCreative.comVictoryCupInitiative.com



Appleton Creative

At the Core of Innovative Advertising & Marketing

539 Delaney Avenue | Orlando, Florida 32801

 P | 407.246.0092 x 8#    F | 407.246.0590

appletoncreative.com

A Women’s Business Enterprise Since 1987  |  WBENC-Certified

Diana LaRue, CEO & Creative Director

diana@appletoncreative.com


